INTRODUCTION
Electric energy is expensive to store compared to its production cost. As a result, stored energy is negligible in most power systems. Thus power consumption and production have to be roughly in balance at all times. Most of the electric power is sold long before delivery. However, because neither consumption nor production is fully predictable, adjustments need to be made in real-time to maintain balance. The real-time market, also called a balancing market, is an important component in this process. The market functions as an auction -often a uniform-price auction -in which power producers can offer additional power relative to their contracted position. Both increments, balancing up/up-regulation, and decrements, balancing down/down-regulation, can be offered. The paper focuses on balancing-up bids, but corresponding results can be readily derived for balancing-down bids. A bid consists of a nondecreasing supply function and is submitted before the start of the delivery period. The demand in the real-time market is given by the system imbalance, and it is not known when bids are submitted, as unexpected demand shocks as well as generator and transmission outages may occur during the delivery period. The period is typically an hour, as in California, Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland (PJM), and the Nordic countries, or half an hour as in Britain.
The Supply Function Equilibrium (SFE) with uncertain demand was introduced by Klemperer and Meyer (1989) . Later on Green and Newbery (1992) and Bolle (1992) observed that the set-up of the model is similar to the organization of most electricity markets, and SFE is now an established model of bidding behavior in electricity auctions. In the non-cooperative Nash equilibrium of the static game, each producer commits to the bid that maximizes his expected profit given the bids of competitors. Klemperer and Meyer (1989) show that all smooth supply function equilibria are characterized by a differential equation, which in this paper is called the KM first-order condition.
The assumption of symmetric producers is convenient as it allows straightforward calculation of SFE for general cost functions, as shown by Rudkevich et al. (1998) , Philpott (2002), and Holmberg (2004) . However, firms in electric power markets are typically asymmetric. In order to assess efficient antitrust policy and merger control, models that can analyze asymmetric markets are important. To get analytic results, the models of asymmetric markets tend to be greatly simplified, but are anyway useful as they improve the qualitative understanding of bidding in electricity auctions.
The case of linear SFE for asymmetric firms with linear marginal costs was analyzed by Green (1996) . Baldick et al. (2004) extended this concept to piece-wise linear SFE that can be used to analyze asymmetric firms with asymmetric intercepts. However, both linear and piece-wise linear SFE are problematic in the presence of capacity constraints, an important feature of electricity markets.
For asymmetric capacities, SFE have only been analytically derived for firms with identical constant marginal costs. For this case, Newbery (1991) and Genc and Reynolds (2004) derive piece-wise symmetric and symmetric SFE 1 , respectively. This paper extends their asymmetric duopoly models to multiple asymmetric producers. For two firms the unique equilibrium is similar to the piece-wise symmetric equilibrium presented by Newbery, but as in the analysis by Genc and Reynolds (2004) , Newbery's linear demand has been replaced by perfectly inelastic demand and a price cap. This paper makes contributions beyond the work by Newbery (1991) in that it is thoroughly proven that the outlined equilibrium exists and that there are no other possible equilibria. Uniqueness occurs when maximum demand is so high that the upregulation capacities bind for all firms, except possibly the largest. Similarly, minimum demand should be so low that the down-regulation capacities bind for all firms, except possibly the largest. As argued by Holmberg (2004) , these assumptions are in theory satisfied by all real-time markets. Still it is too early to rule out other "equilibria". In practice, the probability of getting power shortages during a delivery period is very small, of the order 10 -4 -10 -6 , and even lower during off-peak periods. This may result in a very long learning period before the market finds the unique SFE. In addition, the risk may be so small that it is not considered at all by the bidders, i.e. they are not perfectly rational. Further, a regulator's implicit threat of reregulation might restrain the bids more than the price cap. These are all empirical questions, which are not further addressed here.
The unique SFE has the following properties for balancing-up bids. The supply functions of any two producers are identical and satisfy the KM first-order condition until the capacity constraint of the smaller firm binds. To compensate the smaller firm's kink at this price, all firms with non-binding capacity constraints have kinks in their supply functions. This ensures that firms with non-binding capacity constraints face a smooth residual demand. The capacity constraint of the second largest firm binds when the price reaches the price cap. Thereafter, the largest firm offers its remaining up-regulation capacity at a price equal to the price cap.
The piece-wise symmetric nature of the equilibrium is a specific result of piece-wise symmetric costs, and this result is only applicable to the few electricity markets that are dominated by one production technology. With this exception, the derived properties of the equilibrium: that firm's capacities bind at different prices, that the remaining firms (with non-binding capacity constraints) become more elastic at these prices, and that one firm sells its remaining capacity as a monopolist, is believed to be a general result if maximum demand is sufficiently high and if minimum demand is sufficiently low, and if an equilibrium exists under those circumstances. Further, it is likely that one can generally rule out perfectly elastic supply segments (except at the price cap) 2 . Moreover, it is unlikely that there are SFE where firms with nonbinding capacity constraints have perfectly inelastic supply segments also when marginal costs are non-constant. In Holmberg (2005) the conjectured properties are used to numerically calculate SFE for markets where firms have both asymmetric costs and asymmetric capacities. This is a task that has been problematic in the past, see e.g. Baldick and Hogan (2002) . Lastly, it is believed that when comparing an asymmetric market with a symmetric market that has the same average competition, e.g. with the same Herfindahl-Hirschman index, the asymmetric market is more competitive for small demand outcomes -when most asymmetric firms have non-binding capacity constraints -and less competitive for large demand outcomes, when most asymmetric firms have binding capacity constraints.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Notation and assumptions are introduced in Section 2 and the unique SFE is derived in Section 3. In Section 4, the unique SFE is numerically illustrated for the case of three asymmetric producers. In Section 5, the unique SFE is calculated for 153 firms in the Norwegian real-time market and Section 6 concludes.
NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS
The analysis in this paper is similar to that in Holmberg (2004) . However, symmetric producers with strictly convex cost functions are replaced by producers with identical constant marginal costs c and asymmetric capacities. In the derivation of the equilibrium, the analysis is confined to real-time and balancing markets with positive imbalances but corresponding results can be readily derived for negative imbalances as illustrated in Section 5. The contract/forward positions are assumed to be exogenously given.
There are N≥2 producers, all of whom have different production capacities. The bid of a producer is assumed to be valid for one delivery period only. In the original work by Klemperer and Meyer (1989) , analysis was confined to twice continuously differentiable supply functions. Here, as in Holmberg (2004) , the set of admissible bids is extended to allow for kinks as well as perfectly inelastic and perfectly elastic segments. Perfectly elastic segments imply that there are several possible supplies at some prices. Thus in the general case the bid is not a supply function, but a supply correspondence. However, the correspondence can still be represented by a piece-wise smooth supply function, which is assumed to be left continuous in this paper.
3 Let S i (p) be the supply function of an arbitrary producer i. It is then understood that this firm is prepared to sell any supply in the range
at the price p. Aggregate supply of his competitors is denoted S -i (p) and total aggregate supply is denoted S(p). All supply functions are assumed to be non-decreasing, as this is required by most electricity auctions.
Let i ε be the up-regulation capacity of producer i. It is given by the firm's production capacity that can be regulated on short notice and that has not been contracted in advance. Without loss of generality, firms can be ordered according to their up-regulation capacity, i.e. .
regulation capacity is designated by ε , i.e.
Denote consumers additional demand (relative to their contracts) by ε and the additional demand's probability density function by f(ε). The density function is continuously differentiable and has a convex support set that includes zero demand. If in addition, it is assumed that up-regulation capacities of all producers, but possibly the largest, bind with a positive probability, then one gets a unique equilibrium.
The price cap p is important in a model with perfectly inelastic demand, as the equilibrium price would be infinite without it. In practice, the ISO uses forced disconnection of consumers to ensure that demand is zero above the price cap. Thus the market price equals the price cap when ε ε > . Demand rationing can increase social welfare as consumers who do not switch off their equipment when electricity prices become extremely high do not necessarily have a high marginal benefit of power. Instead, they may not have the ability to switch off their consumption in real-time or they do not face the real-time price, e.g. household consumers with fixed retail rates. Thus at some sufficiently high price, which is often called Value of Lost Load (VOLL), social welfare is maximized by rationing demand.
The market design is such that when total supply is partially perfectly inelastic and coincides with perfectly inelastic demand, then the best price for the ISO is chosen, i.e. the lowest price in case of up-regulation.
Let q i (p,ε) be the residual demand that firm i faces for . As long as its competitors' aggregate supply is not perfectly elastic at p, firm i's residual demand is given by
(1) If more than one producer has a supply function with a perfectly elastic segment at some price p 0 , supply rationing at this price is necessary for some demand outcomes. This possibility is addressed in Holmberg (2004) . Klemperer and Meyer (1989) derive the KM first-order condition, which is a differential equation satisfied by all smooth, i.e. twice continuously differentiable, supply function equilibria. In the case when supply functions are piece-wise smooth, Holmberg (2004) uses optimal control theory to show that in equilibrium the KM condition must be satisfied by all price-responsive supply functions in any price interval in which all supply functions are smooth. In Section 3.1, the system of differential equations of an asymmetric market with identical and constant marginal costs is solved. The solution contains some undetermined integration constants but is nonetheless useful when SFE candidates with binding slope constraints are ruled out in Sections 3.2 through 3.4. These potential SFE do not necessarily fulfill the KM first-order condition; supply functions may have perfectly elastic segments even if the price cap does not bind or perfectly inelastic segments even if the capacity constraint does not bind. It takes a long proof, which involves the seven propositions illustrated in Figure 1 , to rule out these irregularities. Section 3.2, combines Proposition 1 and 5 in Holmberg (2004) to prove that no up-regulation power is offered below marginal cost or withheld from the auction (Proposition i). The latter means that all up-regulation capacity is offered at a price lower than or equal to the price cap. It is further shown that no firm will have a price-responsive supply in a price interval for which residual demand is perfectly inelastic (Proposition ii). Perfectly elastic segments below the price cap (Proposition iii) and discontinuities in the equilibrium price (Proposition iv) are ruled out for positive imbalances. These results follow from the proofs of Proposition 2 and 3 in Holmberg (2004) , and Proposition 4 in Holmberg (2004) , respectively. In addition, Proposition iii implies that at most one firm can have a perfectly elastic segment at the price cap. Section 3.3 shows that all producers will offer their first unit of power at marginal cost (Proposition v), which provides an initial condition for the system of differential equations given by the KM first-order condition. Thus, in equilibrium, the supply function of each firm must fulfill the KM first-order condition from marginal cost up to the price at which either the up-regulation capacity or the price cap bind. Note that because of a singularity in the KM firstorder condition when the price equals the marginal cost, the initial condition cannot be used to pin down the unique SFE.
THE UNIQUE ASYMMETRIC SFE
Section 3.4 proves that any two supply functions of an equilibrium are identical up to the price at which one supply function becomes perfectly inelastic (Proposition vi). Using this result it is possible to show that firms with non-binding capacity constraints do not have perfectly inelastic segments in equilibrium (Proposition vii).
The integration constants in the solution of the first-order condition are determined in Section 3.5. Any two producers will have the same supply function until the capacity constraint of the smaller firm binds (see Proposition vi and Proposition vii). At least two firms must have non-binding capacity constraints up to the price cap (see Proposition ii and iv) and only one firm can have a perfectly elastic segment at the price cap (see Proposition iii). Thus the end-condition is that the up-regulation capacity of the second largest firm must start to bind at the price cap. The remaining capacity of the largest firm is sold with perfectly elastic supply at the price cap. Only one SFE candidate satisfies both the KM first-order condition and the end-condition. Section 3.6 verifies that the unique candidate is indeed an equilibrium. If the competitors of firm i follow the SFE candidate, then the profit of firm i is globally maximized for every demand outcome if it also follows the SFE candidate. This is a sufficient condition for a SFE.
The first-order condition for smooth parts of the supply functions
Given the bids of competitors, each producer submits his best supply function out of the class of admissible supply functions. Now consider a price interval [ in which all supply functions ],
of an equilibrium are twice continuously differentiable, i.e. no firm has kinks or perfectly elastic supply in the interval. Denote equilibrium supply functions by ( ).
Assume that there are M≥2 firms with price-responsive supply in the whole interval. Let E be a set of all firms belonging to this group. The price interval is chosen such that firms not belonging to E have
. With the optimal control formulation used in Holmberg (2004) , it can be shown that within the price interval, the supply function of each producer in E satisfy the KM firstorder condition
(2) Thus the supply functions of firms belonging to E are given by a system of differential equations. The system can be solved with a two-step approach.
First, the total supply function of the M producers, ( ),
is calculated. Second, individual supply functions can be derived. We start with the first step. The supply function of each firm in the set E follows a differential equation as in (2). Summing these equations yields
Note that the assumption that firms' marginal costs are identical is crucial in this step, as the identity is only valid as long as p-C' is identical for all firms in E. The differential equation is separable and has the following solution,
where 0 > β is an integration constant. Now, we can proceed with the second step. For any producer i belonging to the set E, (2) can be written in the following form:
Rewriting it by means of (3) yields
Thus, it follows from the product rule of differentiation that
Integrating both sides yields
For M=2, this result becomes similar to results by Genc and Reynolds (2004) . 
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Basic properties of the supply function equilibrium
Proposition i: In equilibrium, no up-regulation capacity is offered below marginal cost or withheld. The latter means that all up-regulation capacity is offered at a price equal to or below the price cap.
Proof: See proof of Proposition 1 and 5 in Holmberg (2004) .
It is always better to offer up-regulation capacity at the marginal cost than below the marginal cost and it is always better to offer up-regulation capacity at the price cap than to withhold power. The intuition of the proof is the same as for the Bertrand game in which producers undercut each others' perfectly elastic bids as long as price exceeds marginal cost. Thus a perfectly elastic segment in a balancing-up bid is only possible if it is the highest bid in the market, and if competitors capacity bind at this price. If the perfectly elastic segment is not at the price cap, the firm could increase the price without lost demand, as its residual demand is perfectly inelastic at this price level. The Bertrand equilibrium, and other equilibria with perfectly elastic segments at marginal cost, can be ruled out as competitors' upregulation capacity is not enough to meet maximum demand.
It follows from Proposition iii that
. This leads to the following corollary. . From the lowest bid to the price cap, there must be at least two firms with priceresponsive supply in each price interval.
Proof: See Appendix.
If there was a discontinuity in the equilibrium price, then a bid just below the discontinuity can be significantly increased without reducing the probability that the bid is accepted. It follows from Proposition ii that one firm will not have price-responsive supply if its residual demand is perfectly inelastic. Thus there must be at least two firms with price-responsive supply in each price interval. 
Every firm offers its first unit of power at marginal cost
In Lemma i (below) it is shown that at least two producers will offer their first unit of power at p=c. This result is employed in Proposition v to prove that all producers must offer their first unit of power at p=c. This corresponds to the result for symmetric SFE, shown by Klemperer and Meyer (1989) and Holmberg (2004) , where the lowest bid also equals the marginal cost. The intuition behind this result is that the bid of the first unit is only price-setting when demand is very small. As long as there are demand outcomes for which the first unit is not accepted, lowering the lowest bid increases the profit for these demand outcomes without hurting the profit for higher demand outcomes. Hence, the first unit is sold as if under Bertrand competition. If minimum demand is larger than zero, which is normally the case in day-ahead markets, the lowest bid is never price-setting and it may differ from marginal cost. As is shown by Genc and Reynolds (2004) , this extra freedom introduces additional equilibria.
Lemma i:
In equilibrium, the first unit of power is offered at c. (0)=c. Now consider the following deviation. Producer i reduces the price for an infinitesimally small unit of power so that his first unit of power is offered at the price . For each unit of deviated power, the deviation leads to the following marginal change in expected profit: 
Each producer has a price-responsive supply, unless his capacity constraint binds
In this section, it is shown that a firm has perfectly inelastic segments in its supply function only when its capacity constraint is binding. A similar result is proven in Theorem 12 by Baldick and Hogan (2002) for the more general case with strictly elastic demand and general cost functions. On the other hand, Theorem 12 only considers the case when residual demand is smooth in the price range of the perfectly inelastic segment.
It is somewhat involved to intuitively explain why perfectly inelastic segments are only possible when the firm's capacity constraint is binding. Assume that no producer with a non-binding capacity constraint has perfectly inelastic supply below p L . Assume further that supply of producer i and possibly some of the firm's competitors becomes perfectly inelastic just above . p p L < According to Corollary i and Proposition iv, there must be at least two producers with price-responsive supply functions that follow the KM first-order condition just above p L . Denote this set of price-responsive supply functions by S. It follows from the KM first-order condition in (2) that any supply function in S must face a continuous derivative of its residual demand at the price p L . Thus to compensate for the switch to perfectly inelastic supply by producer i, the elasticity of supply functions in S must increase discontinuously at p L . Likewise, this increases the elasticity of the residual demand of producer i discontinuously at p L . As a result, the producer wants to sell more units just above p L . Accordingly, he deviates unless his capacity constraint binds.
To accomplish the proof, it is first shown that any two firms have identical supply functions up to the price at which either has a perfectly inelastic segment.
]
Proposition vi: In equilibrium, any two producers have identical supply functions in the interval , where
[ p c, p < if neither of them have supply functions with perfectly inelastic segments in this interval.
Proof: Without loss of generality, denote the two producers by 1 and 2. According to Proposition iii, neither of the two producers has a supply function with perfectly elastic segments in the interval [ ] p . As it is also assumed that neither has perfectly inelastic segments in the interval, the supply functions of both producers follow the KM first-order condition in the whole interval. The number of competitors with price-responsive supply may change in the interval, but the supply functions of firm 1 and 2 continue to be piece-wise solutions of the type in (4) 
The first term is due to increased sales and the second term due to the reduced price in the demand interval. As the supply of producer i is perfectly inelastic in the interval under consideration, (9) can be rewritten in the following way:
There is a producer with a price-responsive supply at each
, and a profitable deviation exists. In equilibrium, firm i cannot have a perfectly inelastic segment in the interval unless its capacity constraint binds.
[
Proposition vii rules out perfectly inelastic segments in the supply of a firm unless its capacity constraint binds so the following corollary can be concluded by means of Propositions iii, v and vi.
Corollary ii: The supply of each firm is (i) price-responsive, (ii) has no perfectly elastic segments, (iii) follows the KM first-order condition in (2), and (iv) is identical to the supply of the largest firm from marginal cost up to the price at which either its capacity constraint or the price cap binds.
A unique SFE candidate that satisfies the necessary conditions
Let p i denote the price at which the capacity constraint of firm i starts to bind. Recall that
. Thus Propositions iii and iv and Corollary ii together imply the following:
Corollary iii: The supply function of the largest firm has a perfectly elastic segment at the price cap and .
An intuitive explanation of the result that the capacity constraints of small firms bind at lower prices is that small firms have less market-power and lower mark-ups for any percentage of their capacity, including full capacity.
Consider the first price-interval [
, where all producers have nonbinding capacity constraints. As all have identical supply functions within the interval, it follows from (4) and (5) 
Accordingly, starting with (12), all n β can be uniquely determined by iterative use of (13) and (14). Thus there is only one candidate that satisfies the necessary conditions for a SFE.
The only remaining equilibrium candidate is a SFE
SFE is a Nash equilibrium and no firm has a profitable deviation from the equilibrium given that competitors follow the equilibrium strategy. Consider an arbitrary producer i. Assume that its competitors follow the only remaining SFE candidate defined by (11) to (14). Their total supply is denoted by ( ).
This section will prove that firm i has no profitable deviation from its potential equilibrium bid ( ).
The first-order condition in (2) guarantees that the profit
, has an extremum at the equilibrium price for any demand outcome, but we cannot yet be sure that the extremum is a maximum for each demand outcome. This property is proven in this section and it is sufficient for a SFE.
It turns out that given ( )
is globally concave in the price for each demand outcome, which is reminiscent to the result by Klemperer and Meyer (1989) . One difference, however, is that the profit function is nonsmooth; it has a kink at the price p i , at which the capacity constraint of firm i binds. Further, due to the capacity constraint and the price cap, firm i can only set the market price in a range , which is the lowest bid of the competitors, and it follows from Proposition i that it is never profitable to bid below the marginal cost. As is shown in Figure 2 , the type of maximum -interior maximum or boundary maximum -in the profit function depends on the demand outcome and the firm. The three outlined cases are analyzed separately. 
.
There are obviously no profitable deviations when ε ε > , then firms sell all of their capacity at the maximum price. Now consider the case
when the market price of the equilibrium candidate does not exceed p i , which also implies that ( )
Residual demand is given by (1). Hence, for given demand and price, the profit of producer i is
With left-or right-hand derivatives, the result is also valid at p i , where residual demand has a kink. With left-hand derivatives the result is valid for p p = as well. As in Klemperer and Meyer (1989) , concavity of the profit function can be proven by means of the assumption that competitors' bids follow the first-order condition in (2). For the largest firm this is true from the marginal cost and up to the price cap.
The equilibrium candidate is piece-wise symmetric, i.e.
( ) ( )
EXAMPLE 1 -THREE ASYMMETRIC PRODUCERS
The unique SFE, which is characterized by equations (21) to (23), is presented in Figure 3 . All supply functions are symmetric up to the price p 1 , at which point the capacity constraint of the smallest firm binds. Above this price, firms 2 and 3 have symmetric supply functions up to c p 3 = , at which point the capacity constraint of producer 2 binds. The remaining supply of producer 3 is offered with perfect elasticity at . p p = The equilibrium is piece-wise symmetric like the SFE derived by Newbery (1991) for a duopoly facing linear demand. In Figure 3 we can note that the supply functions of all producers become perfectly elastic at the point where the price approaches c in the limit. By differentiating (10), it is straightforward to verify that this is a general result for identical and constant marginal costs if N>2. The supply functions of firm 2 and 3 have kinks at p 1 . It may seem counterintuitive that their elasticities increase at this price when the number of competitive bidders decreases. However, the increased elasticity is the only way to compensate the decreased elasticity in the supply of firm 1 and to ensure that the elasticity of the residual demand of both producer 2 and 3 is continuous at p 1 . Figure 4 presents competitors' total supply functions for each of the producers. It is evident that firm 2 and 3 have a smooth residual demand from the marginal cost and up to the price cap. The elasticity of the residual demand of firm 1 increases discontinuously at p 1 . This gives the firm incentives to be more competitive above this price, i.e. increase its supply. However, because of its capacity constraint this deviation is not possible. The residual demand of both firm 1 and 2 becomes perfectly elastic at the price cap. Once again deviations are not possible, because of their capacity constraints. 
EXAMPLE 2 -THE NORWEGIAN REAL-TIME MARKET
The simple model is mainly useful for a qualitative understanding of bidding in electricity markets. However, it can also be used for quantitative calculations for markets dominated by one technology. More than 99 percent of electric power production in Norway is hydroelectric. The Norwegian real-time market is a uniform-price auction with a price cap at 50 000 NOK/MWh (≈6000 €/MWh). Firms can make real-time adjustments relative to their contracted position without making formal bids to the real-time market, but such adjustments are similar to making a very competitive bid that is always accepted, as the real-time price is the unit price for all deviations. During the 1990s, the Nordic countries developed a common day-ahead market. However, the real-time markets were formally separated until the beginning of the 2000s, and in this simple example it is assumed that Norway has a real-time market of its own. In the two calculations, the forward positions are taken as given. First, it is assumed that no capacity is sold forward for the delivery period under study and then that all firms sell half of their capacity forward for the delivery period under study.
The marginal cost of hydropower is very small, roughly c=50 NOK/MWh (≈6 €/MWh). But water is a limited resource. Thus hydropower bids are often driven by opportunity cost, the revenue from selling a unit of hydropower at a later day/hour. To avoid this complication, we consider an hour in the late spring when the alternative to power production is to spill water. The calculation of the SFE is based on the installed capacity of the 153 largest hydropower producers in Norway. The remaining firms and nonhydroelectric power are not included in the sample. The 10 largest producers in Norway and their share of the installed capacity are listed in Table 1 . The Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) is a commonly used measure of market concentration and is given by the sum of market shares (in percentages) squared, see e.g. Tirole (2003) . The Norwegian electric power market has HHI=1222 which corresponds to slightly less than 8 symmetric firms (HHI=1250). Thus it is interesting to compare the supply function equilibria of these two cases. By means of the formulae in Section 3.5, it is straightforward to calculate the supply of all asymmetric firms and the 8 symmetric firms. In the symmetric case, the capacity constraint of all firms will start to bind at the price cap, as shown in Holmberg (2004) .
In the first calculation all power is assumed to be sold in real-time. In the asymmetric model nearly 20 firms have non-binding capacity constraints up to 40 percent of market capacity. Thus, as can be seen in Figure 5 , there is almost perfect competition in this demand range, the mark-up is less than one percent. For the last 50 percent of the capacity, mark-ups are excessive, more than 200 percent. For small levels of demand, the asymmetric market is more competitive than the symmetric market, because many asymmetric firms have non-binding capacity constraints. On the other hand, the symmetric market is more competitive for large levels of demand when most asymmetric firms have binding capacity constraints. At 55 percent of market capacity, the number of firms with non-binding capacity constraints equals the number of symmetric firms and the mark-ups in the two models are also roughly the same. In the late spring, the typical demand in Norway is roughly 50 percent of market capacity. The result in Figure 5 would then imply a mark-up of more than 200%. To get a more realistic calculation, producers are now assumed to sell half of their capacity in the forward market. This means that producers will also offer decrements, balancing-down bids, in case realized demand turns out to be below half market capacity. Then the real-time market is a sales auction, i.e. the system operator sells power back to producers. Firms' alternative to not buying back power is to pay the marginal cost to meet their contracted production. Thus to make money on their balancing-down bids, firms offer to buy back power below marginal cost. The firm with the most down-regulation capacity, i.e. the firm with most market-power, will have the largest markdowns in its balancing-down bid. In particular, in case of extreme demand outcomes that exhaust competitors' down-regulation capacity, the largest firm will offer to buy back power at the lowest possible price, the price floor p , as shown in Figure 6 . The equilibrium of the sales auction is anti-symmetric to a corresponding procurement auction. Let ε represent the total down-regulation capacity in the market. Imagine a fictive market for which c , 
It would be natural to set the price floor equal to zero. However, in the calculation example it is set to 0.1 NOK (0.012 €/MWh), because of the logarithmic scale in Figure 6 . In the new example, the real-time price is very close to the marginal cost, unless there is a large demand shock in the market that would require a production increase larger than 20% of market capacity or a decrease larger than 30% of market capacity. A close look at the data reveals that the asymmetric market is more competitive than the symmetric market for decrements below 27% of market capacity. Thus as in the previous calculation, the asymmetric market is more competitive for small imbalances and less competitive for large imbalances. 
CONCLUSIONS
In the real-time market, also called balancing market, firms can offer increased production, up-regulation/balancing up, and decreased production, down-regulation/balancing down. The system operator accepts balancing-up bids when additional power production is needed to meet current demand. Similarly, the system operator accepts balancing-down bids when current power production exceeds current demand. The paper focuses on the up-regulation case, but corresponding results can readily be derived for the down-regulation case.
A Supply Function Equilibrium (SFE) is derived for a balancing market with multiple electric power producers having identical and constant marginal costs, but asymmetric capacities. The equilibrium is unique if maximum demand is sufficiently large and minimum demand sufficiently low. The up-regulation capacity of all firms, except possibly the largest, is assumed to bind at maximum demand. Similarly, minimum demand is so low that the down-regulation capacities bind for all firms, except possibly the largest. The unique equilibrium is piece-wise symmetric; two arbitrary producers have the same supply function until the capacity constraint of the smaller firm binds. The constraint of the producer with the second largest up-regulation capacity starts to bind at the price cap, while the capacity constraints of smaller firms bind below the price cap. The largest firm offers its remaining up-regulation capacity as a perfectly elastic supply at the price cap.
At the price for which the capacity constraint of a small firm starts to bind, the elasticity of the supply of larger firms will increase discontinuously. This ensures that firms with non-binding capacity constraints have smooth residual demand. The unique equilibrium has supply functions with kinks as well as perfectly elastic and inelastic segments. This implies that, in markets with asymmetric firms, one cannot limit attention to smooth supply functions, as is often the case in the SFE literature.
The equilibrium will only be piece-wise symmetric if costs are. However, in other aspects the qualitative properties of the asymmetric SFE are conjectured to hold for a more general class of cost functions. With the reservation that a valid SFE -with non-decreasing supply functions -must exist, this understanding can be used to numerically calculate valid SFE for asymmetric firms with increasing marginal costs as in Holmberg (2005) .
Compared to a symmetric SFE with the same Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), the asymmetric SFE is much more competitive for small demand outcomes when the capacity constraints of few asymmetric firms bind. On the other hand, the asymmetric SFE is less competitive for large demand outcomes when the capacity constraints of most asymmetric firms bind. Intuitively, this result should also hold for increasing cost functions. As it is complicated to calculate asymmetric SFE for general cost functions, this result is useful when interpreting approximate symmetric SFE models of real electricity markets.
Even if uniqueness of the equilibrium depends on the support of the probability distribution of demand, the equilibrium itself is independent of this distribution; it is a supply function equilibrium for any distribution of demand. Thus using the notion introduced by Anderson and Hu (2006) , one could call it a strong supply function equilibrium. 
